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Features – Design & Development

Activities In Progress

Below listed features are in ‘Development in Progress’ status.

➢ JIRA cases (set 3) (ETC for QA release : 31 Jan 2022)
➢ JIRA cases (set 4) (ETC for QA release : 18 Feb 2022)
➢ Medusa (ETC for QA release : 4 March 2022)

Activities planned for the week of 24th January

➢ Configure the Notifications
➢ Continue with the development of ‘in progress’ features
Features – Design & Development (cont’d…)

Activities Requiring Attention

“Proposal Locking” Feature

✓ Development completed

✓ Deployment requires a change in the existing server architecture to include Redis and Node components

✓ Polus has submitted the duly filled Security questionnaire form to the JHU Central IT team

➢ JHU Central IT team is currently reviewing the requirement.

Next step: Once the review is completed, JHU Central IT team to include Redis and Node components in SdFibi and FibiQA instances.
Integration

**Activities Completed**

➢ IRB API – Polus has successfully completed the SIT between SdFibi and IRB’s Test instance

**Activities In Progress**

➢ SIT in Fibi QA environment

**Activities Planned for the week of 24th January**

➢ SAP Awards integration : Analyze the impact of ‘Award versions’ (‘Concurrent variation’ feature) on the existing integration program and make changes if required.

**Activities On Hold**

➢ SAP DW integration – Currently put on hold based on JHU’s input
Data migration

Activities requiring Urgent Attention

1. Centrify Connection timeout issue on Linux servers
   - Linux server gets disconnected very often.
   - Polus data migration team could not run migration procedures as the server gets disconnected before the procedure could run fully.
   - Parallel tasks could not be done as we have to wait until the procedure is executed successfully.
   - Due to these, the migration timeline is getting impacted

2. JHU’s response to Data migration questionnaire (Batch 4)
   - Polus is awaiting JHU’s response on the 4th batch of questions related to Data migration.
Data migration (cont’d…)

**Activities Completed**

- Coding of scripts for Questionnaire migration
- Coding of scripts for newly created tables (these tables were created in Fibi for data migration purposes)

**Activities In Progress**

- Refine the scripts
- Run the validation script in SdFibi

**Activities Planned for the week of 24th January**

- Sample migration and testing of the scripts in SdFibi
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